		

The KIN SUB 10 is yet another audio solution in the award winning, versatile KIN
family. Compact but packing a big punch, it has the inputs required for a wired
connection but can be conveniently paired wirelessly with the optional
transmitter. However connected and with whatever material, KIN SUB 10 adds
substantial bass and excitement to every listening session.
www.totemacoustic.com

Specifications / Features
The customized 10" woven
fiberglass woofer is powered by a
300W amplifier, designed in tandem
to ensure they harmonize perfectly
and produce thunderous and musical
bass.
Variable volume, phase, and crossover controls tailor its output to the
environment, speakers, and personal
tastes. A unique BASS EQ offers two
settings; Natural is pure and linear,
providing tight, musical bass. High
Impact increases the lower range
output by several dB for more
intense bass energy.
The optional LINK Wireless
Transmitter can be added to KIN
Play, KIN Play Mini, KIN Amp, or any
other system with a subwoofer output to enjoy the same wireless
convenience.

Design:

Powered Subwoofer

Enclosure: Sealed
Amplifier: Class D 300 watts
Woofer:
		
		
		
		

10” cone composed of high 				
tensile spun fiberglass stands top coated
and bonded to a cellulous core. Driven by 		
vented magnetics utilizing an oversized
ferrite magnet assembly.
Butyl rubber surround.

Voice Coil: High temperature enamel resin coated 		
		
copper wire wound on a vented aluminum 		
		former.
Frequency Response:

27Hz - 200 Hz

Cross Over:

Variable - 50Hz to 150Hz -24dB

Phase: 		

Variable - 0 to 180 degrees variable

Inputs:		

Stereo RCA/LFE/Wireless

Power Modes:

Auto/On

Dimensions (HxWxD): 330 x 292 x 345 mm /

Stereo inputs and LFE provide
standard connection options, and it
pairs wirelessly with the KIN PLAY
Sound Bar without requiring the
LINK.

				

KIN is all about blending convenience
and simplicity with performance and
modern technology.

Available Finishes: Black and White

13 x 11.5 x 13.5”

Accessories: Magnetic Grill, Adhesive Feet &
Power Cord

About Totem Acoustic
Created in 1987, Totem’s mission is to develop loudspeakers capable of reproducing a truly
involving performance. Our goal is to provide designs that are affordable, cosmetically timeless,
and invoke an emotional response. Music, movies, TV, and video games are accurately rendered
with a powerful focus that is yet soul stirring.
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